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Abstract

We present 53Mn–53Cr ages of secondary carbonates in Renazzo-like (CR) chondrites, determined by secondary ion mass
spectrometry. The timing of aqueous alteration in CR chondrites has been unconstrained in the literature. We measured
53Mn–53Cr isotope systematics in carbonates from three different CR-chondrite lithologies. Calcite in the interchondrule
matrix of Renazzo, calcite in the matrix of GRO 95577, and dolomite in a dark inclusion of Renazzo all show excesses in
53Cr, interpreted as the daughter product from the decay of 53Mn. The Renazzo calcite yields an initial ratio of
(53Mn/55Mn)0 = (3.6 ± 2.7) � 10�6, and the Renazzo dark inclusion dolomite ranges from (53Mn/55Mn)0 = (3.1 ± 1.4) �
10�6 (corrected to the RSF of a calcite standard) to (3.7 ± 1.7) � 10�6 (corrected to an inferred dolomite RSF). When
anchored to the D’Orbigny angrite, the Renazzo carbonates yield ages between 4563.6 and 4562.6 Ma, or �4.3–5.3 Myr after
the formation of CV CAIs. Calcite measured in the heavily altered specimen GRO 95577 yields a shallower slope of
(53Mn/55Mn)0 = (7.9 ± 2.8) � 10�7, corresponding to a much younger age of 4555.4 Ma, or �12.6 Myr after CAI formation.
The two Renazzo ages are contemporaneous with Mn–Cr ages of carbonates in Tagish Lake, CI, and CM chondrites, but the
GRO 95577 age is uniquely young. These findings suggest that early aqueous alteration on chondritic parent bodies was a
common occurrence, likely driven by internal heating from 26Al decay after accretion. The young carbonate ages of GRO
95577 suggest that either the CR parent body was sufficiently large to sustain heating from 26Al for �8 Myr, or that late-
stage impact events supplied heat to the region where GRO 95577 originated.
� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Renazzo-like (CR) carbonaceous chondrites are use-
ful for the study of aqueous alteration, as the lithologies can
range from nearly anhydrous to completely hydrated, with
most samples being partially altered (Weisberg et al., 1993;
Kallemeyn et al., 1994; Weisberg and Huber 2007; Abreu
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and Brearley 2010; Schrader et al., 2011; Harju et al.,
2014). These various stages of hydration show the process
of alteration, revealing how elements were transported in
the fluid (e.g., Burger and Brearley, 2004), and can be used
to understand the water–rock reactions that formed the sec-
ondary minerals (e.g., Weisberg et al., 1993; Clayton and
Mayeda, 1999). The secondary mineralogy in CR chondrites
has been documented in literature, with the most significant
alteration products being serpentine minerals, clays, Fe,Ni-
bearing sulfides, magnetite, and carbonates (e.g., Brearley,
2006, and references therein). Though the petrographic con-
text of CR aqueous alteration has been described, many
questions remain regarding the timescales of alteration.
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
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The 53Mn–53Cr system is a robust radiochronometer for
dating the formation of early solar system materials.
Radioactive 53Mn decays into stable 53Cr via electron cap-
ture. This process has a half-life of 3.7 ± 0.4 Myr (Honda
and Imamura, 1971), long enough to date minerals that
were formed during the first �20 Myr of Solar System his-
tory (e.g., Lugmair and Shukolyukov, 1998; Shukolyukov
and Lugmair, 2006). The ages of aqueous alteration events
in Ivuna-like (CI), Mighei-like (CM), and Vigarano-like
(CV) chondrites have been estimated to range from 1 to
15 Myr after the formation of Ca–Al-rich inclusions
(CAIs), the first Solar System solids (e.g., Krot et al.,
2006a). These ages were based on 53Mn–53Cr measurements
of carbonates, as well as 129I–129Xe measurements of mag-
netite and phyllosilicates. Carbonates can yield precise sec-
ondary ages from 53Mn–53Cr dating as they fractionate Mn
and Cr during formation from aqueous fluids. However,
many of the reported carbonate 53Mn–53Cr ages were based
upon incorrect assumptions about mineral relative sensitiv-
ity factors, inadequate time anchors, and poorly defined
solar-system initial 53Mn/55Mn ratios (see discussion
below), stressing the need for more accurate and consistent
analyses.

There is a lack of knowledge about the timing of sec-
ondary alteration in CR chondrites as compared to other
chondrite groups. Literature studies of radiometric
53Mn–53Cr dating of secondary minerals have been domi-
nated by studies of the CI and CM chondrites, where car-
bonate minerals are more abundant and coarse-grained,
hence easier to target and measure (e.g., Endreß et al.,
1996; Hoppe et al., 2007; De Leuw et al., 2009; Petitat
et al., 2009, 2011; Blinova et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012;
Fujiya et al., 2012, 2013). Secondary fayalite grains have
been measured for 53Mn–53Cr dating in CV, Ornans-like
(CO), and unequilibrated ordinary chondrites, in which car-
bonates are virtually absent (e.g., Hutcheon et al., 1998;
Hua et al., 2005; Jogo et al., 2009; Doyle et al., 2015). Fay-
alite has not been found in CR chondrites, and most of the
carbonate material exists as fine-grained masses intergrown
with matrix phyllosilicates, unsuitable for in situ measure-
ment. For accurate analysis, it is important that the target
mineral consists of only one phase, and is free of inclusions
that may contain different isotopic compositions. Only one
study has attempted to measure CR-chondrite alteration
ages by looking at 53Mn–53Cr in siderite (Tyra et al.,
2010). They did not find resolved excesses of radiogenic
53Cr and suggested that aqueous alteration persisted until
after the majority of 53Mn had decayed, >20 Myr after
CAI formation.

An accurate timescale for aqueous alteration of CR
chondrites can provide a critical constraint on the location
of alteration and the heat source for melting of water ice. It
is generally agreed from petrographic and isotopic observa-
tions that most aqueous alteration processes occurred on
the asteroidal parent body after accretion (Weisberg
et al., 1993; Burger and Brearley, 2004; Brearley, 2006;
Weisberg and Huber, 2007; Schrader et al., 2011, 2014;
Abreu and Bullock, 2013); however, it has also been argued
that some alteration features observed in chondrites were
formed before the final assembly of the meteorite parent
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bodies (e.g., Ichikawa and Ikeda, 1995; Weisberg and
Prinz, 1998). According to asteroidal models of alteration,
secondary minerals were formed on the parent body due
to the interaction between primitive chondritic rock and liq-
uid water (McSween, 1979; Weisberg et al., 1993; Browning
et al., 1996; Clayton and Mayeda, 1999; Jogo et al., 2009).
These models require a source of heat to melt the accreted
ice on the asteroidal parent body, usually credited to inter-
nal 26Al-decay or external impact heating (e.g., Abreu and
Bullock, 2013). In an internal heating scenario, the aqueous
alteration would necessarily occur after chondrule forma-
tion (chondritic asteroids cannot form until there are chon-
drules), but not so late as to escape heating on the parent
body from 26Al. External heating from impacts can account
for late-stage parent body alteration ages.

Models of pre-accretionary aqueous alteration posit that
hydrous minerals could have formed through the reaction
of anhydrous nebular phases and water vapor as the solar
nebula cooled (Cyr et al., 1998), or during the passage of
shock waves in an ice-enriched region of the solar nebula
(Ciesla et al., 2003). The solar disk is thought to have dissi-
pated within �5 Myr after CAI formation (Cyr et al., 1998;
Brearley, 2006), consistent with observations of young stel-
lar objects in clusters in our galaxy where nearly all have
lost their disks by 6 Myr (Haisch et al., 2001). Chondritic
parent bodies accreted perhaps as early as about 2 Myr
and no later than 3–4 Myr after CAI formation (Cohen
and Coker, 2000). Thus, secondary mineral ages less than
�2–3 Myr after CAI formation could potentially support
pre-accretionary models, while alteration occurring over
4 Myr after CAI formation would favor an asteroidal set-
ting for alteration.

In this study, two CR chondrites, Renazzo and Grosve-
nor Mountains (GRO) 95577, were found to have coarse-
grained carbonates large enough (greater than �10 lm) to
measure with secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS).
We present resolved 53Mn–53Cr ages of aqueously pro-
duced calcite and dolomite. We describe the mineralogy
and petrology of the secondary carbonates, detailing the
observed crystal morphologies. The methods for measuring
53Mn–53Cr systematics by SIMS are discussed, including a
description of relative sensitivity factors and associated
uncertainties. This study places important constraints on
the timing and nature of the aqueous alteration process
for CR chondrites, and has broader implications regarding
the heat sources required for alteration to occur.

2. ANALYTICAL METHODS

2.1. Thin section mineralogy and petrography

A total of three sections from the two meteorites
Renazzo and GRO 95577 were used in this work (Table 1).
All three thin sections were made without water to mini-
mize aqueous alteration and oxidation during sample
preparation. All thin sections were initially observed and
characterized using optical microscopy. After carbon-
coating, element X-ray maps of each thin section were
obtained using the JEOL JXA-8500F field-emission elec-
tron microprobe at the University of Hawai‘i. Ca, Fe,
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
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Table 1
Samples of CR chondrites used in this study.

Meteoritea Petrologic typeb Fall/find Weathering grade

GRO 95577,69 CR 2.0 Find B
Renazzo NHMW-N1126 CR 2.4 Fall N/A
Renazzo NHMW-N1127 CR 2.4 Fall N/A

a GRO 95577,69 section made at Johnson Space Center, Renazzo N1126 and N1127 made at Museum of Natural History Vienna, for the
purpose of this study.
b Petrologic types as defined in Harju et al. (2014).
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Mg, Al, and S were measured using a 50 nA beam at
15.0 kV. Individual elemental maps were combined into
multi-element pseudo-mineral maps, which were used to
identify potential carbonate-rich regions for ion micro-
probe measurements. Sections were also imaged using
backscattered-electron (BSE) imaging on a JEOL JSM
5900LV scanning electron microscope (SEM) set to an
accelerating voltage of 15 kV. Carbonate grains for Mn–
Cr isotope analysis were identified using semi-quantitative
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).

Quantitative X-ray spot analyses of standards and car-
bonate grains in Renazzo and GRO 95577 were made using
the electron microprobe after SIMS, using methods similar
to those of Jilly et al. (2014). Elements Mn, Cr, Ca, Mg, and
Si were measured at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV for
30 s each. For dolomite analyses, Fe was also measured.
Since carbonates are susceptible to electron beam damage
and outgassing during analysis, measurements were taken
at 10 nA, with an 8-lm-diameter beam for the Sugiura cal-
cite standards, and a 1-lm beam for meteoritic carbonates.
Detection limits (in elemental weight percent) were 0.04,
0.03, 0.03, 0.02, 0.02, and 0.01 for Mn, Cr, Fe, Ca, Mg,
and Si, respectively. EPMA standards included terrestrial
garnet, chromite, San Carlos olivine, calcite, and dolomite.
The carbon content was calculated stoichiometrically rela-
tive to cations by assuming that there are 0.333 atoms of
C per atom of O. The EPMA procedure for measuring
the San Carlos olivine standard was optimized for detecting
trace elements in olivine, measured with a 10-lm beam at
15 kV and a current of 100 nA. Detection limits were
0.008, 0.005, 0.014, 0.003, 0.002, and 0.002 for Mn, Cr,
Fe, Ca, Mg, and Si, respectively. The standards included
terrestrial Fe-rich olivine, diopside, chromite, and San Car-
los olivine.

2.2. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS)

Carbonates in the three CR chondrite thin sections were
measured for Mn abundance and Cr isotopes using SIMS
on the University of Hawai’i Cameca ims 1280 ion micro-
probe. Two calcite grains were measured from the Renazzo
N1127 matrix, five calcite grains from the GRO 95577
matrix, and seven dolomite grains from a dark inclusion
from Renazzo N1126. All calcite measurements were made
during a single session, and the dolomite was analyzed dur-
ing a second session using very similar analytical condi-
tions, and procedures similar to those described by Jilly
et al. (2014). Measurements used the duoplasmatron 16O�

source with a �100 pA primary beam focused to �5 lm
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in diameter (no raster). 52Cr+ and 53Cr+ were measured
in multi-collection mode (45 s) followed by a peak jump
to 55Mn+ (2 s). All isotopes were measured by electron mul-
tipliers, and a typical measurement consisted of �100
cycles. The mass-resolving power was �4800 for 52Cr+,
and was �6500 for 53Cr+ and 55Mn+ to resolve the interfer-
ence from 52CrH+ on 53Cr+. Calcite grains were pre-
sputtered for 600 s using a �300 pA beam and 5 lm � 5 lm
raster, and dolomite grains were pre-sputtered for 360 s at
�100 pA with no raster, to remove carbon coating and sur-
face contamination. Synthetic Mn- and Cr-bearing calcites
provided by N. Sugiura from the University of Tokyo
(Sugiura et al., 2010) and San Carlos olivine were used as
standards.

After measurement, the raw data were read into an in-
house data-reduction package. The isotope ratios were cal-
culated using the sum of the total counts, rather than the
mean of the ratios, to reduce statistical bias due to low
count rates (Ogliore et al., 2011). The uncertainties on
55Mn/52Cr represent the statistical uncertainty combined
with the uncertainties in the relative sensitivity factors (cf.
Section 2.3. below), which accounts for non-statistical vari-
ation in the 55Mn/52Cr ratio. In addition, the 55Mn/52Cr
ratios can vary within a single carbonate grain due to trace
element zoning or individual crystal growths incorporating
different amounts of Mn and Cr. In some cases, the data
from one grain was split into multiple points if it appeared
that we sampled zoning in 55Mn/52Cr. The criteria for split-
ting an analysis was if the 55Mn/52Cr ratio over time exhib-
ited plateaus, i.e., the ratio was steady at one value, then
jumped to another significantly different value and was
steady there for at least �15 cycles. This method was used
to avoid averaging over a very wide 55Mn/52Cr distribution,
which would introduce correlated error in the measure-
ment. Caution must be taken when splitting data, as it
can re-introduce ratio bias if the total counts are sufficiently
low; for our worst-case scenario the total counts in the ratio
denominator was 800, which corresponds to a maximum
possible bias of �1‰ in the 53Cr/52Cr ratio (Ogliore
et al., 2011).

To provide a conservative estimate of the uncertainties
on 53Cr/52Cr, we use 2 times the standard error of the mea-
sured ratios (i.e., the standard deviation divided by the
square root of N), since the purely statistical uncertainties
are likely an underestimate of the total error. The sample
data were corrected for instrumental mass fractionation
externally using the mean 53Cr+/52Cr+ ratios measured in
the standards compared to the reference ratio of
53Cr/52Cr = 0.113459 ± 0.000005 (Papanastassiou, 1986).
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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The 53Cr+/52Cr+ ratios for the standards were consistent
throughout the measurement, with precisions of 3.6‰
(two standard deviations) in San Carlos olivine, and 2.7‰
in the synthetic calcite standard (standard data presented
in supplemental material). These values were propagated
into the total uncertainty for the meteorite 53Cr/52Cr anal-
yses. We could not use 50Cr+/52Cr+ to make an internal
instrumental-mass-fractionation correction, because the
interferences from 50V+ and 50Ti+ on 50Cr+ were too large.
The 53Cr excesses in the unknowns are reported as d53Cr* in
units of per mil (Eq. (1)).

d53Cr� ¼ ½ðð53Crþ=52CrþÞIMF�corrected=0:113459Þ � 1�
� 1000 ð1Þ
2.3. 55Mn/52Cr relative sensitivity factors

One of the largest – and most difficult to constrain –
sources of error to consider during Mn–Cr measurements
by SIMS is the relative sensitivity factor (RSF). The RSF
describes the relative efficiency with which ions of different
elements sputtered from the sample are transferred to the
detectors. We define the RSF as:

RSF ¼ ½ð55Mnþ=52CrþÞSIMS=ð55Mn=52CrÞTRUEÞ� ð2Þ
The RSF is determined using SIMS and EPMA data for

the standards. It should be noted that in some studies, the
RSF value has been defined using the inverse of the ratio
in Eq. (2) (McKibbin et al., 2013, 2015; Steele and
McKeegan, 2014). To quantify the real 55Mn/52Cr value
of the meteoritic carbonates, we divide the (55Mn+/52Cr+)
measured by SIMS by our RSF.

The 53Mn–53Cr dating of carbonates has historically
been standardized to silicates. Carbonates that contain
measurable amounts of both Cr and Mn are extremely rare
on Earth and are difficult to synthesize, as the carbonate
structure does not accommodate the Cr2+ ion, and Cr2+

readily oxidizes in the presence of water. Although earlier
workers knew that matrix effects could change the RSF,
the lack of adequate carbonate standards led to the wide-
spread use of silicate standards for consistency (e.g.,
Hoppe et al., 2007; De Leuw et al., 2009; Petitat et al.,
2011; Lee et al., 2012). Mn- and Cr-bearing carbonates
have recently been synthesized (Sugiura et al., 2010;
Ichimura and Sugiura, 2015), allowing the variation in the
Mn–Cr RSF between carbonates and silicates to be mea-
sured. There is now solid evidence that the 55Mn/52Cr ratio
and hence 53Mn–53Cr ages of many previous studies were
inaccurately determined, because the Mg-rich silicate stan-
dards used were unlike the analyzed materials (Sugiura
et al., 2010; Fujiya et al., 2012, 2013; McKibbin et al.,
2013; Steele and McKeegan, 2014; Ichimura and Sugiura,
2015; Doyle et al., 2016). Therefore, numerous grains of
the synthetic Mn and Cr calcite prepared by N. Sugiura
and W. Fujiya were provided to the University of Hawai‘i
as standards for 53Mn–53Cr dating.

The synthetic calcites are radially zoned in both Mn and
Cr content, and therefore the 55Mn/52Cr composition can-
not be defined as a single value for the entire standard.
Please cite this article in press as: Jilly-Rehak C. E., et al. 53Mn–53Cr rad
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For this reason, SIMS spots were targeted in a small region
on the standard to avoid chemical zoning. The (55Mn+/52-

Cr+)SIMS ratios were sufficiently homogeneous, with an
average composition of 0.68 ± 0.06 (2r standard deviation,
see supplemental material). After SIMS analysis, we deter-
mined the (55Mn/52Cr)TRUE values for the synthetic calcite
standards using EPMA, by targeting multiple points sur-
rounding each SIMS pit. The EPMA measurements (four
per SIMS pit) were averaged to obtain a Mn/Cr abundance
ratio for each SIMS standard analysis. Since zoning in the
standard occurs on a scale smaller than the electron beam,
this method introduces additional uncertainty into the
EPMA data. While this calcite standard is not perfect, it
is currently the best option for constraining the true RSF
for carbonates.

To calculate the RSF, the isotopic 52Cr abundance of
0.83785 (Papanastassiou, 1986) was multiplied by the
atomic abundance of Cr determined by EPMA. No isotopic
correction factor is needed for 55Mn, as it is the only stable
isotope of Mn. Each value of (55Mn/52Cr)TRUE was then
ratioed to the corresponding standard SIMS measurement.
The uncertainty was determined by combining the statisti-
cal uncertainty from counting statistics in the SIMS mea-
surements with standard deviation of EPMA
measurements for each pit. The average 55Mn/52Cr RSF
for the synthetic calcite is 0.65 ± 0.09 (2r).

The synthetic calcite standards had not yet been
obtained during the calcite SIMS analyses for Renazzo
N1127 and GRO 95577; it was only used as a direct stan-
dard for the dolomite in Renazzo N1126. We therefore
standardized to San Carlos olivine, and subsequently cor-
rected the data to the calcite RSF. Olivine data measured
by EPMA for (55Mn/52Cr)TRUE were averaged into one
value, since the measurements spots were not taken pre-
cisely around the individual SIMS pits. The San Carlos oli-
vine RSF did not vary significantly between the two studies:
the RSF was 0.98 ± 0.15 and 0.96 ± 0.15 during the calcite
and dolomite runs, respectively. The calcite Mn/Cr mea-
surements were corrected for calcite RSF using a bootstrap
method, assuming that the difference between the calcite
and San Carlos olivine RSF was a constant percentage.
We conservatively propagated the uncertainties from the
San Carlos olivine and synthetic calcite RSFs to yield a
boot-strapped value of 0.67 ± 0.14 (2r) to correct the cal-
cite SIMS measurements for Renazzo and GRO 95577
(cf. supplemental material).

The RSF is dependent on the mineral composition, the
instrumental tuning, and the primary beam size (e.g.,
Sugiura et al., 2010; McKibbin et al., 2013; Doyle et al.,
2016). Therefore, a correction factor used to correct for
San Carlos olivine-standardized carbonates on the Nano-
SIMS will be different than the correction factor needed
for San Carlos olivine-standardized carbonates measured
at higher currents on the Cameca 1280. It is important to
note that there is not a simple ‘‘one correction factor fits
all” for this issue. The SIMS analysis pits during the two
sessions are similar in shape, though the radius of the pits
varies by �1–2 lm. While this change in size may have
slightly affected the RSF, the depth of the pits seems to
be the dominant source of RSF variation (Sugiura et al.,
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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2010; Doyle et al., 2016). In our analyses, the RSF changes
by �0.1 from the beginning to end of analysis (cf. supple-
mental data Fig. S1). The depth of the SIMS pits in our
study appeared uniform across standards and unknowns.
Since some analyses for GRO 95577 and Renazzo were
divided into multiple data points, there is an additional
potential for introducing RSF bias related to depth-
dependent variations in the RSF (Sugiura et al., 2010;
Doyle et al., 2016). Potential biases are accounted for in
the conservative RSF uncertainties.

The RSF for dolomite is poorly constrained. Previous
studies of Mn–Cr dating have used the calcite RSF as a
proxy for dolomite (e.g., Fujiya et al., 2012, 2013; Jilly
et al., 2014). However, this is an active field of study where
new estimates for the dolomite RSF are emerging. Recent
dolomite synthesis experiments have indicated that the
dolomite RSF may be �20% greater than that of calcite
(Ichimura and Sugiura, 2015). Preliminary studies of ion-
implanted carbonates agree, suggesting that the RSF of
dolomite is a minimum of �15% greater than that of cal-
cite, though the uncertainties are currently too large to
determine the value definitively (Steele and McKeegan,
2014). With these issues in mind, we will present the dolo-
mite data using two RSF values: the calcite RSF of 0.65
± 0.09 determined from our synthetic standard during the
dolomite session, and a 20% higher RSF based on this num-
ber (0.78 ± 0.11) to represent a hypothetical dolomite RSF
with a similar 14% uncertainty. The 2r RSF uncertainties
are propagated into the reported uncertainty for the mea-
sured 55Mn/52Cr ratios.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Sample petrography

Renazzo is classified as a moderately altered CR 2 (type
2.4 according to the petrologic scheme of Harju et al.,
2014). The host lithology is chondrule-rich, containing
numerous metal-rich porphyritic chondrules within a fine-
grained matrix. Both matrix and chondrules show evidence
of aqueous alteration in the form of secondary minerals.
Phyllosilicates comprise the majority of chondrule mesos-
tases, while many chondrule silicates (olivine and pyroxene)
remain unaltered. Sub-micron phyllosilicates and clays
dominate the fine-grained matrix, often embedded with 3–
10 lm Fe–Ni sulfides and magnetite.

Calcite occurs in the matrix in three morphologies: as
large, mottled, fine-grained masses that are intergrown with
silicates (Fig. 1), as coarse-grained veins that extend up to a
few 100 lm in the matrix (Fig. 2a), and as individual coarse
grains that occur in the matrix, often near altered chon-
drules (Fig. 2b). Two coarse-grained calcites from the
inter-chondrule matrix in Renazzo N1127 were measured
in this work by EPMA and SIMS; the chemical composi-
tions are reported in the supplementary material
(Table S.2).

Renazzo is a breccia, and contains numerous dark inclu-
sions. The dark inclusions are chemically and mineralogi-
cally very similar to the CR matrix, yet tend to be more
hydrated with higher abundances of phyllosilicates, carbon-
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ates, sulfides, and magnetite (similar to dark inclusions
described in literature, e.g., Weisberg et al., 1993;
Kallemeyn et al., 1994). Dolomite is rare in CR chondrites,
but numerous grains were found in a dark inclusion from
thin section Renazzo N1126 (Fig. 3); framboidal magnetite
and Fe-sulfide laths were also pervasive. The crystals are
anhedral 5–20 lm-sized grains, found within extensively
altered chondrules. We measured the dolomite with EPMA
and SIMS. The average molar chemical composition of the
dolomite is 49% CaCO3, 41% MgCO3, 1.5% MnCO3, and
9% FeCO3 (supplementary data Table S3).

GRO 95577 is an Antarctic meteorite of petrologic type
CR 1, or type 2.0 using the classification scheme of Harju
et al. (2014). This sample is the most heavily altered CR
chondrite yet documented (e.g., Weisberg and Huber,
2007; Schrader et al., 2011, 2014; Harju et al., 2014), and
it is composed almost entirely of secondary minerals. The
majority of the thin section studied here is comprised of a
single matrix-rich lithology, similar to the dark lithology
described in Tyra et al. (2011), though we did not find mea-
surable siderite with the same texture and composition as
the grains they described. A similar-looking phase did
occur, but was mottled in texture and contained significant
(�10 wt%) SiO2, as measured by EDS. All chondrule phe-
nocrysts occur as phyllosilicate pseudomorphs, with chlo-
rite and/or calcite replacing chondrule mesostasis, and
magnetite replacing the metal nodules (similar to petrogra-
phy described in Weisberg and Huber, 2007). The matrix is
composed of fine-grained clays and phyllosilicates, with
abundant coarse-grained anhedral calcite (�5–50 lm in
diameter) embedded throughout. Framboidal magnetite
and euhedral to subhedral sulfide platelets co-exist with
the calcite in the matrix, and are often intergrown
(Fig. 4). All calcite grains measured here come from within
the matrix. The chemical compositions of the GRO 95577
calcite grains are reported in the supplementary material
(Table S2).

3.2. 53Mn–53Cr measurements of matrix calcite

Two calcite grains were measured for 53Mn–53Cr isotope
systematics in Renazzo N1127. Both grains are in the host
lithology matrix (rather than in a dark inclusion or foreign
clast). The calcite grains range from �20 lm in the shortest
dimension, to �100 lm at the longest (Fig. 5a and b). One
grain occurs as an isolated matrix grain (Fig. 5a), and the
other is in the matrix adjacent to a chondrule (Fig. 5b).
Additional calcite grains were targeted, but the 55Mn+

and 52Cr+ count rates were far too low to be measured
due to high purity of the mineral. The fractionation- and
RSF-corrected isotope data are presented in Table 2. The
maximum d53Cr* value is �230, and the maximum
55Mn/52Cr is �7300.

Five calcite grains in GRO 95577 were found with high
enough count rates to be measured for Mn and Cr. The
measured calcite grains in GRO 95577,69 were each about
20 lm in diameter, all existing within the altered matrix
(Fig. 5c and d). The maximum d53Cr* value is �1000 and
the RSF-corrected maximum 55Mn/52Cr ratio is �120,000
(Table 2). The two data points with the highest 55Mn/52Cr
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
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Fig. 1. Backscattered electron (BSE) image (left) of fine-grained Ca-carbonate material in the phyllosilicate-rich matrix of Renazzo N1126
(outlined by the dashed line). The carbonate is intergrown with phyllosilicates and sulfides, making it unsuitable for 53Mn–53Cr measurements.
The false color EDX map (right) depicts Si in red, Ca in green, and Mg in blue. chd = chondrule, cc = calcite, mtx = matrix.

Fig. 2. BSE images of calcite in the Renazzo N1127 matrix. The image on the left shows a calcite vein extending >100 lm across the matrix.
On the right is a coarse-grained calcite from the interchondrule matrix. The bright phases in both images are Fe-sulfides. cc = calcite,
mtx = matrix, sf = sulfide.

Fig. 3. (a) BSE image of a dark inclusion in Renazzo N1126. The dashed lines outline the borders of the dark inclusion clast. This lithology
consists of phyllosilicate groundmass, and contains abundant magnetite framboids, sulfide laths, and dolomite crystals. (b) Larger image of
the area in the square box from 3a to show the dolomite crystals. dol = dolomite, mgt = magnetite, sf = sulfide.
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ratios correspond to a carbonate grain enriched in Mn rel-
ative to the other GRO 95577 calcites measured here by
EPMA (see supplementary data).
Please cite this article in press as: Jilly-Rehak C. E., et al. 53Mn–53Cr rad
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The d53Cr* values from calcite grains in Renazzo N1127
and GRO 95577 are correlated with the 55Mn/52Cr ratios.
On a plot of 53Cr/52Cr versus 55Mn/52Cr (Fig. 6), the
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
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Fig. 4. BSE image of matrix phases in GRO 95577. The matrix
consists of a fine-grained phyllosilicate groundmass embedded with
secondary calcite, sulfide, and magnetite grains. cc = calcite,
mgt = magnetite, msid = mottled siderite, mtx = matrix,
sf = sulfide.

Fig. 5. BSE image of typical carbonates measured for 53Mn–53Cr in this s
and #2 (Table 2) in Renazzo N1127. O isotope pits and electron beam da
of GRO 95577, cc #3 (top circle), and cc #4 (bottom). Some O isotope pit
#1) in GRO 95577 measured for 53Mn–53Cr. (e, f) Dolomite grains from
(Table 3) are shown in in (e), and dol #2 is shown in (f). chd = chondru
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correlation trend for Renazzo calcites has a slope of (3.6 ±
2.7) � 10�6, with vred

2 = 0.76. The correlation trend for the
GRO 95577 calcites has a slope of (7.9 ± 2.8) � 10�7, with
vred
2 = 0.60. The slopes of both trends are resolved from
zero. The vred

2 values suggest that the scatter in the data
can be explained by stochastic statistical fluctuation, and
that the errors are conservatively estimated. The large
uncertainty in the slope is dominated by the uncertainty in
d53Cr* due to low count rates. For GRO 95577, data points
cc #2 and cc #3a have sufficiently correlated errors to be
visible in the plot, as shown in the inset image of Fig. 6.

3.3. 53Mn–53Cr measurements of dolomite from a dark

inclusion

We measured seven dolomite grains in a Renazzo N1126
dark inclusion (Fig. 5e, f). Similar to the calcite analyses,
additional dolomite grains were targeted for measurement,
tudy. 53Mn–53Cr pits are circled in white. (a, b) Calcite grains cc #4
mage are also visible on both grains. (c) Calcite grains in the matrix
s are visible on other grains. (d) Enlarged image of a calcite grain (cc

a dark inclusion in Renazzo N1126. Analyses dol #1a and #1b
le, cc = calcite, dol = dolomite.

iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
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Table 2
Mn–Cr isotopes in matrix calcite from CR chondrites. All errors are 2r.

Sample Grain 53Cr/52Cr d53Cr* 55Mn/52Cra 52Crtot
b 55Mnc q(x,y)d

Renazzo N1127 cc #2 0.1123 ±0.0067 �10 ±59 37 ±8 45872 554 0.2
cc #4a 0.1199 ±0.0066 56 ±58 652 ±134 11132 1934 0.1
cc #4b 0.1123 ±0.0077 �10 ±68 452 ±94 4869 1918 �0.2
cc #4c 0.1190 ±0.0098 49 ±87 1985 ±410 7293 4708 0.1
cc #4d 0.1391 ±0.0212 226 ±186 7330 ±1534 2387 5021 0.2

GRO 95577 cc #1 0.1288 ±0.0243 135 ±214 4877 ±1038 1297 2335 0.1
cc #2 0.1356 ±0.0363 195 ±320 9893 ±2131 946 3067 0.5
cc #3a 0.1507 ±0.0201 328 ±178 52203 ±10933 2303 65854 0.4
cc #3b 0.2321 ±0.0446 1045 ±393 123804 ±26781 862 70068 0.3
cc #4 0.1174 ±0.0116 35 ±102 2334 ±485 3632 2786 0.0
cc #12 0.1240 ±0.0243 93 ±214 2241 ±470 2125 1564 0.2

a Uncertainty in the RSF is included in the 55Mn/52Cr ratio error.
b Sum of all counts per measurement.
c Total counts per measurement cycle.
d Linear correlation coefficient between 53Cr/52Cr and 55Mn/52Cr for each run.

Fig. 6. 53Cr/52Cr versus 55Mn/52Cr in calcites from Renazzo N1127 and GRO 95577. Solid black lines are error-weighted least-squares
regressions through the data (model 1 fit in Isoplot). The slope of the regression gives the initial (53Mn/55Mn)0 ratio. Error crosses represent 2r
uncertainties. The error envelope for the regression is shown with grey lines. For GRO 95577, some data had significantly correlated errors, as
depicted as error ellipses in the inset box.
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but were too pure to yield adequate count rates for Mn and
Cr isotopes. The maximum dolomite d53Cr* value is �290,
and the maximum 55Mn/52Cr value is �9300 for
RSF = 0.65, or �7800 for RSF = 0.78 (Table 3).

The d53Cr* values correlate with the 55Mn/52Cr ratio on
a plot of 53Cr/52Cr versus 55Mn/52Cr (Fig. 7). For the RSF
of 0.65, the slope of the dolomite correlation is (3.1
± 1.4) � 10�6, with vred

2 = 0.94. Applying the inferred dolo-
mite RSF of 0.78, the slope increases to (3.7 ± 1.7) � 10�6,
with vred

2 = 0.94. The vred
2 values indicate that the fluctua-

tions in the data are dominated by statistical variation.
The slope of the correlation trend depends on the RSF
value used (Fig. 8). As the RSF decreases, the slope of
the array on the Mn–Cr diagram also decreases. The calcite
RSF may range from 0.56 to 0.74 (within uncertainty lim-
its), and although the dolomite RSF has been estimated
to be �20% higher, this value is very imprecise. Until a con-
Please cite this article in press as: Jilly-Rehak C. E., et al. 53Mn–53Cr rad
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crete dolomite RSF has been determined, all Mn–Cr data
on dolomite must be interpreted cautiously with this issue
in mind.

4. DISCUSSION

We found five points from Renazzo (four dolomite, one
calcite) and two from GRO 95577 that have well resolved
d53Cr*, while a large number of carbonates have 53Cr/52Cr
compositions that are close to normal with low 55Mn/52Cr
ratios. In this section, we discuss the petrographic context
of the measured carbonates, and make the case that the car-
bonates were formed during aqueous alteration on the CR
chondrite parent body. The validity of the isochron dia-
grams and absolute ages are discussed. We investigate pos-
sible formation processes for the carbonates, with a
particular focus on different heating mechanisms that drive
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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Table 3
Mn–Cr isotopes in dolomite from Renazzo N1126. All errors are 2r. Data for RSF values of 0.65 and 0.78 are given.

Grain 53Cr/52Cr d53Cr 55Mn/52Cr (RSF = 0.65)a 55Mn/52Cr (RSF = 0.78)a 52Crtot
b 55Mnc q(x,y)d

dol #1a 0.1177 ± 0.0050 37 ± 44 918 ± 129 765 ± 107 21800 5188 0.0
dol #1b 0.1243 ± 0.0112 95 ± 99 3128 ± 446 2606 ± 371 4559 4019 0.1
dol #2 0.1321 ± 0.0132 164 ± 117 6552 ± 940 5460 ± 781 3491 5686 0.3
dol #4a 0.1232 ± 0.0117 86 ± 103 2265 ± 324 1888 ± 269 4129 4444 0.2
dol #4b 0.1206 ± 0.0094 63 ± 83 1435 ± 203 1195 ± 169 6266 4124 0.3
dol #5 0.1214 ± 0.0122 70 ± 107 5503 ± 788 4586 ± 655 3746 7626 0.3
dol #8 0.1345 ± 0.0279 186 ± 246 5750 ± 899 4792 ± 747 799 8928 0.3
dol #11a 0.1406 ± 0.0227 239 ± 200 7050 ± 1059 5875 ± 881 1272 5651 0.2
dol #11b 0.1460 ± 0.0285 286 ± 251 9336 ± 1452 7780 ± 1208 843 5168 0.3
dol #12 0.1453 ± 0.0130 281 ± 115 5864 ± 838 4886 ± 696 4020 10085 0.3

a Uncertainty in the RSF is included in the 55Mn/52Cr ratio error.
b Sum of all counts per measurement.
c Total counts per measurement cycle.
d Linear correlation coefficient between 53Cr/52Cr and 55Mn/52Cr for each run.

Fig. 7. 53Cr/52Cr versus 55Mn/52Cr for dolomite from a Renazzo N1126 dark inclusion. The two panels represent the same measurements
corrected to different RSF values: the calcite RSF of 0.65 of the left, and an inferred dolomite RSF of 0.78 on the right. Data are fitted with a
weighted least-squares regression (model 1 fit in Isoplot) shown as a solid black line, with error envelope as gray lines. The dashed line in the
right panel is the slope of the RSF = 0.65 regression for comparison. The regression slopes are expressed as the initial (53Mn/55Mn)0 ratio.
Error crosses represent 2r uncertainty, as described in text.
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the parent body alteration process. Lastly, we compare our
results with the literature data for other chondrite groups,
and investigate potential inconsistencies between
53Mn–53Cr data and data from other radiometric dating
systems in CR chondrites.

4.1. Support for parent-body aqueous alteration

The mineral morphologies and petrographic textures
observed in CR chondrites are consistent with carbonate
formation on the CR parent body, rather than in a nebular
environment. Several lines of petrographic evidence sup-
port this model: (1) Pre-terrestrial calcite veins (Fig. 2) in
the interchondrule matrix indicate in situ alteration, as they
are formed by small-scale fluid flow (e.g., Endreß and
Bischoff, 1996). (2) Partially leached chondrules show evi-
dence of elements having been transported from altered
Please cite this article in press as: Jilly-Rehak C. E., et al. 53Mn–53Cr rad
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glassy mesostasis and deposited in the surrounding matrix
as a secondary mineral (e.g., Fig. 9). This style of alteration
is common in CR chondrites, indicating interaction of
water between the two lithologies (e.g., Burger and
Brearley, 2004; Brearley, 2006). (3) Framboidal magnetite
and sulfide morphologies are ubiquitous in CR chondrites
and indicative of formation from a fluid-rich environment,
not possible in the nebula (e.g., Ikeda and Prinz, 1993;
Sawłowicz, 2000; Astafieva et al., 2004).

An earlier nebular or pre-accretionary history of hydra-
tion cannot be ruled out entirely if overprinted by the sub-
sequent parent body aqueous alteration. It has been argued
that phyllosilicate rims and clasts may have formed by the
reaction of primary silicates with nebular gas (Ikeda and
Prinz, 1993; Ichikawa and Ikeda, 1995) to explain sharp
boundaries between chondrule and matrix phyllosilicates
that have different chemical compositions. However, similar
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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Fig. 8. The effect of RSF on 53Cr/52Cr versus 55Mn/52Cr correla-
tions. The trend depicted here is from the dolomite measured in
Renazzo N1126. The various lines show what the inferred slope
value would be for different RSF values used here and in literature.

Fig. 9. Images of a partially altered chondrule in Renazzo N1127.
The first X-ray map depicts Fe, Ca, and S in red, blue, and green
false color. The second map depicts Si, Ca, and phosphorous.
These false-colored maps show that the exterior of the chondrule
has been partially altered, where Ca, Al, Fe, and Si have all been
mobilized. Ca has precipitated in the matrix as calcite, and within
chondrule nodules as hydroxyapatite. Fe has been mobilized from
the metal nodules into the matrix as magnetite. S is mobilized from
the matrix into the chondrule, replacing Fe-metal with Fe-sulfides.
cc = calcite, Fe = Fe-metal, meso = feldspathic mesostasis,
mgt = magnetite, olv = primary olivine, phos = phosphate (likely
hydroxyapatite), px = primary pyroxene, sf = sulfide.
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sharp boundaries seen in the heavily altered GRO 95577
suggest that water-rich, parent-body alteration in CR chon-
drites can also preserve the textural integrity of the primary
components (Weisberg and Huber, 2007).

The O isotopic compositions of CR carbonates further
support the parent body alteration model. The carbonate
O isotopic compositions from five different CR chondrites
plot along a mass-independent fractionation array of slope
�0.63 on a standard O three-isotope diagram. (Jilly-Rehak
et al., 2015). This array has been interpreted as a progres-
sive alteration trend, where the carbonates formed from a
constantly evolving fluid. This O-isotope-evolution model
is consistent with the closed-system, phyllosilicate-
dominated parent body alteration models invoked for
CM chondrite alteration trends (e.g., Clayton and
Mayeda, 1984, 1999; Benedix et al., 2003; Bland et al.,
2009). Furthermore, the O compositions of calcite and
magnetite in GRO 95577 fall on a single mass-dependent
fractionation line, indicating that they were formed locally
from the same fluid. The fractionation between magnetite
and calcite constrains the alteration temperatures to be
around �10–60 �C (Jilly-Rehak et al., 2015). Such condi-
tions would be difficult to maintain in a turbulent and dis-
ruptive pre-accretionary hydration environment (e.g.,
Brearley, 2006), but are consistent with parent-body alter-
ation (e.g., Clayton and Mayeda, 1977, 1999).

Lastly, carbonates can potentially form during terres-
trial weathering. Previous studies have shown that terres-
trial calcite veins can form even in falls (e.g., Abreu and
Brearley, 2005; Bland et al., 2006). The mineral textures,
non-terrestrial O isotopic compositions (e.g., Abreu and
Brearley, 2005; Jilly and Huss, 2012; Jilly-Rehak et al.,
2015), and excesses of radiogenic 53Cr in the carbonates
presented here are inconsistent with an origin from terres-
trial weathering.

4.2. Validity of isochron diagrams

In principle, the correlation between d53Cr* and the
55Mn/52Cr ratio can either reflect the radioactive decay of
Please cite this article in press as: Jilly-Rehak C. E., et al. 53Mn–53Cr rad
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53Mn after mineral formation, or it can represent a mixing
line without time significance. Such a mixing line can result
from mixing variable amounts of normal Cr with a compo-
nent enriched in 53Cr (Hoppe et al., 2007; Fujiya et al.,
2013). This is because both 53Cr/52Cr and 1/52Cr would
increase with decreasing 52Cr (from the normal compo-
nent), if contaminated with a constant 53Cr-enriched com-
ponent. If the excess 53Cr is instead due to the decay of
53Mn, and the Mn abundance is constant among a set of
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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samples, a linear array can still result if the Cr abundance
varies across the set of samples. Such an array is indistin-
guishable from the mixing line discussed above without
additional information. On the other hand, if 53Mn was
alive when a sample formed and the Mn abundance varied
independently from Cr, the amount of excess 53Cr will cor-
relate with the 55Mn/52Cr ratio, but it will not correlate
with 1/52Cr. The 55Mn abundances in our data vary by at
least a factor of two for Renazzo calcite and dolomite
(Tables 2 and 3), and the 55Mn in GRO 95577 is variable
by an order of magnitude (Table 2). The correlations
between d53Cr* and 55Mn/52Cr for our data are stronger
than the correlations between d53Cr* and 1/52Cr+ for all
Fig. 10. Graphs of d53Cr* versus 1/52Cr+. The 1/52Cr+ values are
given as the inverse of the counts per second normalized to beam
current. The variability in 1/52Cr+ and higher values of vred

2 for the
data on these diagrams support the interpretation of the correla-
tions in Figs. 6 and 7 as isochrons. Errors are 1r.
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of our data (cf. Figs. 6, 7 and 10), showing that the arrays
in Figs. 6 and 7 result from the decay of 53Mn. Therefore,
the variable Mn concentrations likely represent zoning or
varied Mn incorporation during carbonate precipitation,
rather than contamination from a Cr-bearing phase. We
interpret the excess of 53Cr in the carbonates as being the
decay product of live 53Mn, where the slope of the correla-
tion represents the initial ratio of (53Mn/55Mn)0 incorpo-
rated into the carbonate grains when formed by aqueous
alteration.

The isochron validity depends on the assumption that all
measured grains formed during a single alteration event.
This assumption is reasonable for our measurements, as
the grains considered for each isochron exist in the same
lithology. We only measured coarse-grained calcites in the
inter-chondrule matrix in Renazzo and GRO 95577, and
the Renazzo dolomites were measured in a single dark
inclusion. Support for a single alteration event comes from
O isotopes. Clustered O isotopic compositions of carbonate
grains in a single lithology (Jilly-Rehak et al., 2015) suggest
that the fluid did not evolve significantly during the forma-
tion of the carbonates. If zonation in the carbonates are the
result of discrete alteration events, the events must have
occurred under uniform O-isotopic fluid conditions, and
within the temporal resolution and uncertainty of the
53Mn–53Cr chronometer.

There are two ways to interpret the isochron for GRO
95577. The slope of the isochron in Fig. 6 is controlled by
two points from a single grain with high Mn/Cr, while
the other four points near the origin have an apparently
steeper slope of (2.5 ± 4.6) � 10�6 if considered separately
(Fig. 11). The steep slope of the inner array could imply
that there were two stages of aqueous alteration in GRO
95577. While this hypothesis is intriguing, the uncertainties
are too large and the slope is unresolved from zero; it will
therefore not be seriously considered. The apparent slope
is likely an artifact from uncertainty. Furthermore, there
is no textural (Fig. 5c) or O-isotopic evidence (Jilly-Rehak
et al., 2015) that the grains should represent distinct events.
Therefore, the GRO 95577 isochron is best interpreted as
dating a single alteration event.

4.3. D’Orbigny as a suitable 53Mn–53Cr absolute age anchor

To obtain accurate absolute ages, the measured
(53Mn/55Mn)0 must be anchored to another object that
has been dated using multiple short-lived and long-lived
radiometric systems. The initial 53Mn/55Mn of the Solar
System ((53Mn/55Mn)SS) is poorly constrained, with esti-
mates ranging from (6.3 ± 0.7) � 10�6 to (9.1 ± 1.7) �
10�6 (Trinquier et al., 2008; Nyquist et al., 2009). The initial
solar system abundance remains uncertain due to the rela-
tive lack of minerals in CAIs with high Mn/Cr ratios, to
disturbances in the Mn–Cr system in such minerals by sec-
ondary processing, to intrinsic isotopic anomalies in Cr in
CAIs, and to difficulties in establishing 53Mn homogeneity
in the solar nebula (e.g., Birck and Allègre, 1984;
Lugmair and Shukolyukov, 1998; Birck et al., 1999;
Nyquist et al., 2001, 2009; Papanastassiou et al., 2005).
Angrites – a class of igneous, achondritic meteorites – are
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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Fig. 11. Isochron diagram depicting the inner four data points
from the GRO 95577 calcite diagram (inset, Fig. 6b). The regres-
sion has a poor fit and is not resolved from zero. The isochron
slopes for Renazzo and GRO 95577 from Fig. 6 are depicted as
grey dashed lines for comparison.
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commonly used for anchoring of 53Mn–53Cr analyses, but
there are disagreements within the scientific community
regarding which angrite is the best time-anchor (for detailed
discussions on this issue, see Schiller et al., 2010; Brennecka
and Wadhwa, 2012; Keil, 2012; Kleine et al., 2012; Kruijer
et al., 2014; McKibbin et al., 2015).

We anchored our measurements to the D’Orbigny
angrite. D’Orbigny is a volcanic ‘‘quenched” angrite that
has been thoroughly studied with a variety of radiometric
systems and makes a suitable time-anchor, as the
26Al–26Mg, 182Hf–182W, and Pb–Pb isochron ages are con-
cordant, assuming that the live radionuclides were homoge-
neously distributed in the CAI and angrite forming regions
of the solar nebula (e.g., Mittlefehldt et al., 2002; Glavin
et al., 2004; Spivak-Birndorf et al., 2009; Schiller et al.,
2010; Keil, 2012; Kleine et al., 2012; Kruijer et al., 2014;
McKibbin et al., 2015). D’Orbigny is one of the largest, best
dated, and oldest angrites that crystallized while 26Al was
still alive, providing ages for silicates using the 26Al–26Mg
system. The 26Al–26Mg isochrons of D’Orbigny and the
co-magmatic Sahara 99555 angrite (Spivak-Birndorf
et al., 2009; Schiller et al., 2010) yield ages that are concor-
dant with 182Hf–182W ages, based on the revised initial solar
system abundance for 182Hf/180Hf (Kleine et al., 2012;
Kruijer et al., 2014), and a canonical initial solar system
abundance of 26Al/27Al of 5.23 � 10�5 (Jacobsen et al.,
2008).

The issue becomes more complicated when comparing
Pb–Pb chronometry of angrites with that of CAIs, to deter-
mine when in solar system history the angrites formed. The
initial solar system abundances of 26Al and 182Hf are taken
to represent the abundances present at the time of CAI for-
mation, cosmochemically considered to be ‘‘time zero”. At
present, there are few U-isotope corrected Pb–Pb ages of
CAIs to connect the short-lived radionuclides to the abso-
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lute time scale. Estimates of the absolute Pb–Pb ages range
from �4567 to �4568 Ma (Amelin et al., 2010; Bouvier and
Wadhwa, 2010; Bouvier et al., 2011; Connelly et al., 2012),
and the source of this discrepancy is currently unknown. If
the Pb–Pb angrite ages are measured relative to the Pb–Pb
CAI age of 4567.30 ± 0.16 (Connelly et al., 2012), then they
are inconsistent with the 26Al–26Mg and 182Hf–182W ages.
Both the D’Orbigny and Sahara 99555 Pb–Pb ages are in
better agreement with 26Al–26Mg and 182Hf–182W when
taken relative to the Pb–Pb CAI age of 4567.94 ± 0.31
(Bouvier et al., 2011) as discussed in Kruijer et al. (2014).
Some have argued that discrepancies between the short-
lived and long-lived ages of angrites and CAIs may be
due to factors such as heterogeneity of 26Al in the early
solar system (e.g., Larsen et al., 2011), Mg-isotope diffusion
in feldspars from angrites (Schiller et al., 2010; Kleine et al.,
2012), or anomalous initial ratios for short-lived radionu-
clide systems (Kruijer et al., 2014). While this controversy
remains a topic of debate, will use the Bouvier et al.
(2011) Pb–Pb CAI age for the purpose of this paper due
to consistency with the short-lived systems.

Assuming homogeneous distribution of 53Mn in the
chondrite-forming region of the early Solar System, we
obtain the absolute ages by comparing the relative initial
(53Mn/55Mn)0 ratios of the CR chondrite carbonates to that
of D’Orbigny. The 53Mn–53Cr isochron slopes determined
here are anchored to the D’Orbigny U-isotope-corrected
Pb–Pb age of 4563.37 ± 0.25 Ma (Amelin, 2008;
Brennecka and Wadhwa, 2012). We use the revised
D’Orbigny initial (53Mn/55Mn)0 ratio of (3.54 ± 0.18) �
10�6 (McKibbin et al., 2015) instead of (3.24 ± 0.04) �
10�6 from Glavin et al. (2004). McKibbin et al. (2015) mea-
sured Mn–Cr systematics using SIMS, where the isochron
slope is dominated by the mineral kirschsteinite (CaFe
(SiO4)). This mineral is argued to provide greater resistance
to Cr cation diffusion (McKibbin et al., 2015), as compared
with the Ca-poor olivine that dominated the isochrons from
the TIMS measurements of Glavin et al. (2004). The diffu-
sion of Cr is potentially reliant on the silica activity and the
diffusion of Al, which can be very slow relative to other
cations (Spandler and O’Neill, 2010; Zhukova et al.,
2014a,b; McKibbin et al., 2015).

4.4. Absolute ages and implications for aqueous alteration on

the CR parent body

The isochron slopes yield ages of 4563.4 +2.8/–7.4 Ma for
the Renazzo N1127 calcite, and 4555.4 +1.4/–2.1 Ma for
GRO 95577 calcite with the D’Orbigny anchor. These cor-
respond to relative ages of 4.6 +7.4/–2.8 Myr after CAI for-
mation for Renazzo calcites, and 12.6 +2.1/–1.4 Myr after
CAI formation for GRO 95577 calcites (using the CAI for-
mation age of 4567.94 ± 0.31 Ma from Bouvier et al.,
2011). For the Renazzo dolomites, we obtain absolute ages
of 4562.6 +1.7/–3.0 Ma (RSF = 0.65) or 4563.6 +1.7/–3.0 Ma
(RSF = 0.78). This yields ages of 5.3 +3.0/�1.7 or 4.3
+3.0/�1.7 Myr after CAI formation for the RSF values of
0.65 and 0.78, respectively. The errors are dominated by
the 2r statistical uncertainty in the measurement, but also
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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include the uncertainty in the RSF and the uncertainty in
the Mn–Cr age of D’Orbigny.

4.4.1. Early onset of alteration on the CR parent body

The Renazzo 53Mn–53Cr carbonate ages (�4–5 Myr
after CAI formation) provide evidence for the early onset
of aqueous alteration on the CR parent body. Differences
in the ages of calcite and dolomite cannot be resolved with
our data. While the dark inclusions in Renazzo do not
appear to have been altered in situ in the breccia (Fig. 3a),
we cannot distinguish the timing of alteration of the
Renazzo matrix lithology as compared with dark
inclusions.

Models of asteroidal accretion suggest that the carbona-
ceous chondrite parent bodies accreted near the snow line,
at a distance (�2–5 AU) where the temperature was cold
enough for water to condense into icy grains (e.g., Jewitt
et al., 2007). The hydrated lithologies observed here (c.f.
Section 3.1.) indicate that water was present on the CR par-
ent body, likely accreted as ice along with the anhydrous
precursor components such as matrix, chondrules, etc.
(Grimm and McSween, 1989; Brearley, 2006). Aqueous
alteration does not effectively occur between rock and ice;
rather, water must exist as a fluid for alteration to proceed.
Both the pressure and the temperature must be above the
triple point of 611 Pa and 273.16 K for liquid water to be
stable on the parent body. Very small bodies (r < 2 km)
can never sustain the triple-point pressure, and any heating
of such bodies would cause sublimation of water-ice (Jewitt
et al., 2007). Therefore, the aqueously altered chondritic
parent bodies must have had radii P2 km (for average den-
sity q = 103 kg/m3) to maintain liquid water in the interior.

Accretional heating (from the release of gravitational
energy upon formation) is an important heat source for
large bodies, but is insufficient to melt ice on the smaller
undifferentiated chondritic bodies (Grimm and McSween,
1989; Jewitt et al., 2007; Melosh 2011). The dominant heat
source for small bodies in the asteroid belt was likely 26Al
(Grimm and McSween, 1989; MacPherson et al., 1995;
Jewitt et al., 2007), which is thought to be the heat source
for both aqueous alteration and thermal metamorphism.
The short half-life of 26Al (�0.7 Myr) leaves a relatively
short window of time for parent body alteration to occur
on small, undifferentiated asteroids. Models of internal
parent-body heating have explored temperatures experi-
enced by asteroids of different size (Grimm and McSween,
1989; Jewitt et al., 2007; Fujiya et al., 2013; Sugiura and
Fujiya, 2014; Doyle et al., 2015), under the assumption that
26Al was homogeneously distributed in the solar accretion
disk. In the context of models where the chondritic parent
body rapidly accreted at �3.5 Myr after CAI formation
(Fujiya et al., 2013; Sugiura and Fujiya, 2014), carbonate
forming temperatures (between �10 and 60 �C; Jilly-
Rehak et al., 2015) should have easily been reached within
1 to 2 Myr after accretion on a parent body of radius
>20 km. Earlier accretion times (�2 Myr after CAI) are
also valid, as lower alteration temperatures can be obtained
in the outer regions of the asteroid. For parent bodies of
this scale, the water would be expected to refreeze within
another �5–20 Myr, depending on the radius and time of
Please cite this article in press as: Jilly-Rehak C. E., et al. 53Mn–53Cr rad
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accretion (Jewitt et al., 2007; Fujiya et al., 2013). This win-
dow of time constrains the potential epoch for aqueous
alteration via 26Al-heating.

4.4.2. Late-stage alteration on the CR parent body

The distinct ages of Renazzo dolomite and GRO 95577
calcite indicate that aqueous alteration on the CR parent
body was either prolonged, or occurred in stages. The cal-
cite age in GRO 95577 (�12 Myr after CAI formation)
requires a late-stage source of heat for liquid water to be
stable and drive aqueous alteration. We propose two
hypotheses for the late-stage alteration of GRO 95577 car-
bonates: internal heating on the CR parent body, or impact
heating.

If the CR parent body was sufficiently large to sustain
temperatures above the triple point for �8 Myr, then car-
bonate formation may have occurred before water was lost
or any remaining water was re-frozen. In the context of an
26Al heating model where the parent body accreted at
3.5 Myr after CAI formation (Fujiya et al., 2013; Sugiura
and Fujiya, 2014), the parent body radius must have been
greater than �30 km for the GRO 95577 calcite to have
formed at the right temperatures and times. This minimum
radius would also require the GRO 95577 lithology to orig-
inate from a warmer, wetter region on the interior of the
asteroid. To be consistent with 26Al-heating models
(Wakita and Sekiya, 2011; Fujiya et al., 2013; Sugiura
and Fujiya, 2014; Wakita et al., 2014; Doyle et al., 2016),
carbonate formation in GRO 95577 must have occurred
while the parent body was cooling, after it had reached its
peak temperature from 26Al heating. This would imply that
the GRO 95577 lithology experienced higher temperatures
before cooling to between 10 and 60 �C. If this scenario is
correct, then CR carbonate ages should span a continuum
from �4 Myr to �13 Myr after CAI formation, reflecting
the prolonged era of alteration. Current isotopic data pro-
vide no evidence for this, and petrographic studies of GRO
95577 (Weisberg and Huber, 2007; Briani et al., 2013) show
no evidence for high temperatures prior to aqueous
alteration.

Furthermore, measurements of siderite in GRO 95577
show no evidence for radiogenic 53Cr, suggesting that alter-
ation was still taking place �24 Myr after CAI formation
(Tyra et al., 2010), when the 53Mn was no longer alive. This
scenario would require an even larger parent body radius of
P50 km if heating was sustained by 26Al (Fujiya et al.,
2013). An alternate model suggests that an asteroidal par-
ent body that began accretion before �1.5 Myr after CAIs
could internally differentiate to create a crust. If such a
body were to continue to accrete material past �1.5 Myr,
it could have an undifferentiated (i.e., chondritic) crust
(Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011; Weiss and Elkins-Tanton,
2013). Such a setting could potentially allow for very late-
stage alteration events. However, while the thermal evolu-
tion models are highly dependent on a number of important
factors (e.g., time of accretion, mass, radius, density, water/
rock ratio, extent of fluid flow), the time and temperature
conditions for calcite, dolomite, and siderite formation
are unlikely to occur in a single parent body heated by
26Al alone (see models in Wakita and Sekiya, 2011;
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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Fujiya et al., 2013; Sugiura and Fujiya, 2014; Wakita et al.,
2014; Doyle et al., 2016). In addition, there is no evidence of
extensively metamorphosed CR chondrites that would be
expected in a large body (i.e., type 4, 5, or 6 chondrites).
Therefore, an alternative model for heating be invoked to
explain the timing and conditions for alteration in CR
chondrites.

Heat from impacts may have driven the late-stage aque-
ous alteration observed in GRO 95577. Models of post-
accretional impacts show that the heat from impact can
easily melt ice to a depth of several kilometers (Grimm
and McSween, 1989), allowing for aqueous alteration to
occur sufficiently later than alteration from 26Al-heating
alone. If the impact scenario is correct, then aqueous alter-
ation would have occurred at discrete ages, reflecting the
time of impact events large enough to melt ice. Three CR
chondrites show extensive evidence of shock (Miller Range
(MIL) 07513, Graves Nunataks (GRA) 06100, and GRO
03116), confirming that large impacts occurred on the CR
parent body (Abreu, 2012). Raman analyses of organic
matter in CR chondrites have shown that GRA 06100
and GRO 03116 experienced higher temperature alteration
than other CR chondrites (Briani et al., 2013). They found
the organic signatures to be inconsistent with long-duration
thermal metamorphism, and likely reflected heating events
with strong kinetic effects, consistent with impacts. Impact
processes on the CR parent body have also been invoked
for the formation of high-temperature alteration products
in GRA 06100, along with accessory carbonates and phos-
phates (Abreu and Bullock, 2013). Though GRA 06100 was
not studied here, it would be interesting to measure the car-
bonates for 53Mn–53Cr to determine whether they formed
contemporaneously with the GRO 95577 calcites.

Since the measurements here represent the only resolved
53Mn–53Cr ages for CR alteration products, it is difficult to
distinguish which of the late-stage heating scenarios is cor-
rect. Although our data set is still small, the presence of
d53Cr* in secondary carbonates from CR chondrites indi-
cates a longer and more traceable aqueous history in CR
chondrites than other chondrite groups. The large uncer-
tainties may interfere with the ability to resolve distinct
alteration events, but these analyses, along with the unre-
solved analyses in siderite from Tyra et al. (2010), highlight
that the CR carbonates preserve a wide range of alteration
ages. SIMS techniques are still developing, and may soon
be able to measure smaller grains with higher ion yields,
resulting in higher precision for future studies. Efforts to
determine mineral RSFs for the Mn–Cr system are cur-
rently underway (e.g., Steele and McKeegan, 2014;
Ichimura and Sugiura, 2015) and will improve the accuracy
of measurements as well.

4.5. Comparison of CR carbonate ages to secondary mineral

ages in other chondrites

The absolute ages of the Renazzo calcite and dolomite
grains are in agreement with carbonates measured in Tagish
Lake and CM and CI chondrites (Fig. 12). Most carbonates
have absolute ages between 4 and 6 Myr after CAI forma-
tion. The filled symbols in Fig. 12 are from this study, and
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the open symbols are from the studies of Tyra et al. (2010),
Fujiya et al. (2012, 2013), Jilly et al. (2014), and van Kooten
et al. (2016). All literature data have been re-calculated by
anchoring to the D’Orbigny angrite (McKibbin et al.,
2015) and to the CAI age of Bouvier et al. (2011) for con-
sistency (cf. supplementary material). Dolomite is desig-
nated by circle symbols, calcite by squares, and siderite
by a triangle. We can compare our data to that of Fujiya
et al. (2012, 2013), Jilly et al. (2014), and van Kooten
et al. (2016), because they used the same matrix-matched
synthetic calcite standards as we did in this study, and mea-
sured the RSF values independently using the methods,
instruments, and conditions of the unknown. The upper
limit of the unresolved Tyra et al. (2010) siderite data is
added for comparison of carbonates in GRO 95577, even
though the same standards were not used. Note the dolo-
mite data in Fujiya et al. (2012, 2013) and van Kooten
et al. (2016) were obtained with the calcite standard and
the inferred dolomite RSF is not applied to recalculate
them, therefore they are most directly comparable to the
RSF value of 0.65 for the Renazzo dolomite. The large
uncertainties in the measurements in the CR chondrites
compared with those in the literature are due to the low
count rates for Mn and Cr. The good agreement between
carbonate ages in Renazzo and those in other carbonaceous
chondrites suggests that rapid alteration after accretion on
chondritic parent bodies was common in the early Solar
System.

The GRO 95577 calcites are far younger than most
other meteoritic carbonates in Fig. 12. The calcites from
Renazzo and GRO 95577 are resolved from each other at
about the 85% confidence level (or about 1.7r), while
GRO 95577 calcite is fully resolved from the Renazzo dolo-
mite. It should be noted that Fujiya et al. (2013) reported
one dolomite grain in Orgueil with no evidence for live
53Mn at the time of formation, but concluded that the iso-
chron was either disturbed or that the grain had a different
origin than the other grains. Similarly, siderite in GRO
95577 measured with the Mn–Cr system showed no evi-
dence for having contained live 53Mn (Tyra et al. 2010),
possibly corroborating late-stage alteration in CR parent
body history. The upper limits for these analyses are plotted
in Fig. 12.

Some previous 53Mn–53Cr studies of carbonates in car-
bonaceous chondrites are not included in Fig. 12, as they
have used silicate mineral or glass standards, or have used
RSF values from literature to correct their data (Endreß
et al., 1996; Hoppe et al., 2007; De Leuw et al., 2009;
Petitat et al., 2009, 2011; Blinova et al., 2012; Lee et al.,
2012). These silicate RSF values range from 0.93 to 1.08
(or in some cases are not reported), and are much higher
than the RSFs determined for carbonates here and in recent
literature (Sugiura et al., 2010; Fujiya et al., 2012, 2013;
Jilly et al., 2014; Steele and McKeegan, 2014; Ichimura
and Sugiura, 2015). The higher RSF overestimates the
value of (53Mn/55Mn)0. We therefore urge the reader to
take caution when comparing inter-laboratory studies mea-
sured with different standards, as even small changes in the
RSF can result in differences of millions of years in the
inferred age.
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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Fig. 12. Absolute ages of carbonates measured by Mn–Cr. The age (Ga) is presented on the top axis, and the corresponding initial
(53Mn/55Mn)0 is presented on the bottom axis. The filled symbols represent data from this study. Circles represent dolomite analyses, squares
represent calcite, and the triangle is siderite. For the Renazzo dolomite, we present data for two different RSF values, since the correction
factor is poorly constrained. Renazzo N1127 and GRO 95577 calcites use the boot-strapped RSF value of 0.67. Sutter’s Mill datum is from
Jilly et al. (2014), Isheyevo datum is from van Kooten et al. (2016). Upper age limits for unresolved siderite in GRO 95577 (Tyra et al., 2010)
and dolomite in Orgueil (Fujiya et al., 2013) are indicated with arrows. Remaining data are from Fujiya et al. (2012, 2013). The CAI line
represents the CV CAI formation age of 4567.94 ± 0.31 Myr from Bouvier et al. (2011). The Renazzo calcite and dolomite plots
contemporaneously with previously measured carbonates in CI and CM chondrites, but GRO 95577 calcites were formed later. Error bars are
2r.
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Fayalite is another secondary mineral that has been
measured with the Mn–Cr system to provide secondary
alteration ages in chondrites. Fayalite grains measured with
a matrix-matched standard in ordinary, CV, and CO-like
chondrites have ages ranging from �2 to 5 Myr after CAI
formation (Doyle et al., 2015, 2016), consistent with the
Renazzo calcite and dolomite measured here. These mea-
surements provide further support for the 26Al heating
model for parent body aqueous alteration.

4.6. Potential issues with ages determined by radiometric

dating

One main distinction between the CR chondrites and
other chondrites may pose a problem for the parent body
alteration model. There is significant overlap in the uncer-
tainties in 26Al–26Mg CR chondrule ages from literature
and our 53Mn–53Cr alteration ages (Fig. 13). 26Al–26Mg
dating of CR chondrules has suggested that they formed
later than chondrules from petrologic type 3.0 chondrites.
Chondrules from the most primitive CO and UOC chon-
drites range in age from �1 to 3 Myr after CAI formation
(e.g., Kita et al., 2000; Huss et al., 2001; Kurahashi et al.,
2008; Kita and Ushikubo, 2012 and references therein),
whereas the CR chondrule ages range from �1 to
P4 Myr with over 60% of measured CR chondrules show-
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ing no resolvable excess of 26Mg (Nagashima et al., 2007,
2008, 2014; Hutcheon et al., 2009; Kita and Ushikubo,
2012; Schrader et al., 2013b, 2016; Tenner et al., 2015a,b).
These Al–Mg ages are calculated assuming that (26Al/27Al)0
for CV CAIs represents homogeneous distribution of 26Al
in the protoplanetary disk at the canonical level
(�5 � 10�5; e.g. MacPherson et al., 1995; Krot et al.,
2006c; Jacobsen et al., 2008). Additionally, Pb–Pb measure-
ments of three CR chondrules by Bollard et al. (2014) yield
chondrule ages that span from being contemporaneous
with CV CAIs to up to �4 Myr after CAI formation
(Fig. 13). One study using the Pb–Pb system found that
CR chondrules formed around 2.5 ± 1.2 Myr after CAI
formation (Amelin et al., 2002), but has since been re-
calculated assuming a 238U/235U ratio of 137.79 to yield a
younger CR chondrule age of �4 Myr after CV CAI forma-
tion (Bouvier et al., 2011) that more closely reflects the
26Al–26Mg ages (Schrader et al., 2013b; Nagashima et al.,
2014). Although the uniform U-isotope composition among
chondrules measured to date (Connelly et al., 2012) sug-
gests that this approach is reasonable, a possibility that
the chondrules measured by Amelin et al. (2002) have dif-
ferent U-isotope ratios cannot be ruled out, and thus the
re-calculated Pb–Pb age may not be reliable.

If the majority of CR chondrules were indeed formed
later than 3 or 4 Myr after CAI formation, as given by
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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Fig. 13. Comparison between aqueous alteration ages (this study), U-isotope corrected Pb–Pb ages (Amelin et al., 2002; Bollard et al., 2014)
and 26Al–26Mg chondrule ages from CR chondrites (Hutcheon et al., 2009; Schrader et al., 2013b; Nagashima et al., 2014; Tenner et al.,
2015b). Chondrule ages assume canonical 26Al/27Al = 5.23 � 10�5 (Jacobsen et al., 2008). Over 40 analyses yielded 26Al–26Mg ages
unresolved from zero; upper limits for those isochrons are shown as grey circles. CV CAI Pb–Pb age taken as 4567.94 ± 0.31 Myr (Bouvier
et al., 2011).
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the 26Al–26Mg upper limits and late Pb–Pb ages (Amelin
et al., 2002; Hutcheon et al., 2009; Kita and Ushikubo,
2012; Schrader et al., 2013b; Bollard et al. 2014;
Nagashima et al., 2014; Tenner et al., 2015a), then our
53Mn–53Cr data would suggest that subsequent accretion
and parent body alteration occurred within a very short
timescale, appearing effectively simultaneous within the res-
olution of the radiochronometers. This effect would be fur-
ther exacerbated if the Pb–Pb age of CAIs is taken as
4567.30 ± 0.16 Myr (Connelly et al., 2012), rather than
4567.94 ± 0.31 Myr (Bouvier et al., 2011). While large
asymmetric uncertainties may be the main reason the rela-
tive ages between alteration and chondrule forming events
overlap, it is worth delving deeper into this issue to deter-
mine if any inconsistencies exist.

To reconcile any potential age issue, we will investigate
the following possible scenarios in further detail: (1)
26Al–26Mg was heterogeneously distributed in the early
Solar System, and a less-than-canonical abundance of
26Al was incorporated into the CR chondrules, thus provid-
ing apparent younger ages (e.g., Bollard et al., 2014, 2015).
(2) The 26Al–26Mg systematics measured in CR chondrules
are disturbed, and do not represent true CR chondrule for-
mation ages. (3) The 53Mn–53Cr ages do not represent the
true ages of carbonate formation in CR chondrites. (4)
The uncertainties in the half-lives of 53Mn and 26Al lead
to apparent overlapping ages.

The issue of 26Al homogeneity is controversial, with no
clear consensus among the scientific community about
whether the live radionuclide was distributed evenly in the
solar disk. Some have argued that the inconsistencies
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between Pb–Pb ages and 26Al–26Mg ages for a number of
systems including angrites, CAIs, and chondrules, are due
to non-canonical initial abundances of 26Al in the solar disk
(e.g., Larsen et al., 2011; Bollard et al., 2014). The non-
canonical abundances are proposed to originate through
physical or thermal fractionation of components inherited
from the Sun’s parent molecular cloud. Alternatively,
inconsistencies in the 26Al–26Mg system may instead point
to Mg-isotope heterogeneity, which can vary independently
of Al-isotope distribution (Wasserburg et al., 2012). How-
ever, some dispute these claims citing 26Al–26Mg analyses
that are in agreement with more recent U-isotope corrected
Pb–Pb measurements, which would imply a chronological
significance (e.g., Schrader et al., 2013b). Support for 26Al
homogeneity also comes from updated initial ratios for
the 182Hf–182W system, which have now yielded CAI iso-
chrons that are consistent with 26Al–26Mg analyses
(Kruijer et al., 2014). More coordinated efforts to under-
stand the U–Pb and Al–Mg systems are clearly necessary
to determine the consistency of radiometric systems and
true relative ages of key processes in the early solar system.

Overlapping CR-chondrule and alteration ages could
potentially point to disturbances of the 26Al–26Mg dating
system. The majority of chondrules that have yielded old
26Al–26Mg ages of �2 Myr after CAI formation were from
primitive type 3.0, UOC and CO chondrites that have not
experienced extensive parent-body aqueous alteration. No
chondrules from CM chondrites (all type 1 or 2) have ever
been dated using the 26Al–26Mg system due to their heavily
altered nature. Nearly all CR chondrites are type 2, and
have been affected by aqueous alteration to some extent,
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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while largely avoiding thermal metamorphism. Thermal
alteration has been shown to cause Mg diffusion in feldspar
at temperatures as low as 400–500 �C (LaTourette and
Wasserburg, 1998; Van Orman et al., 2014), but the low-
temperature aqueous alteration process has a poorly under-
stood effect on the Al–Mg system.

Recently, 26Al–26Mg measurements in chondrule glass
and plagioclase have been called into question, particularly
for model isochrons where the intercept is forced through
the origin (Alexander and Ebel, 2012). There is abundant
evidence that chondrule mesostases (where glass and pla-
gioclase reside) can exchange mobile elements with the
matrix during low-temperature aqueous processing (c.f.
Fig. 9; Burger and Brearley, 2004; Jilly and Huss, 2012).
Some low-petrologic-type chondrules also show evidence
of O isotopic exchange between the mesostasis and the
matrix (Kita et al., 2010). If Mg isotopic exchange occurred
to some extent in chondrules while 26Al was still alive as
well, then the ages may partly record the time of alteration,
rather than the time of initial formation. However, some
chondrule glasses in type 3 ordinary chondrites showed
measurable excesses in 26Mg, despite considerable O iso-
tope exchange (Kita et al., 2010; Alexander and Ebel,
2012). This may be to differences in wet diffusion rates
between O and cations; O self-diffusion rates in many sili-
cates are enhanced significantly under wet conditions, while
cations in silicates do not show such enhancement (e.g.,
Farver, 2010 and references therein). Thus O-isotopes
may not be good indicators for diffusive redistribution of
Mg in aqueously altered samples.

Regardless, this issue does not appear to affect most of
the 26Al–26Mg measurements for CR chondrites (e.g.,
Schrader et al., 2013b; Nagashima et al., 2014; Tenner
et al., 2015b), which display d26Mg* intercepts consistent
with zero, and were measured mostly in plagioclase with
no evidence for decomposition by aqueous alteration. Fur-
thermore, O isotopes in the CR chondrules measured show
no clear evidence for O isotope diffusion (e.g., Krot et al.,
2006b; Schrader et al., 2013a, b; Tenner et al., 2015a), sup-
porting the validity of the 26Al–26Mg isochrons.

Two issues that could potentially lead to false
53Mn–53Cr carbonate ages include isochron disturbances
and inaccurate time anchors. Could a disturbance in the
53Mn–53Cr system cause the ages of the secondary Renazzo
carbonates to appear older than they truly are? Prolonged
periods of alteration can disturb the 53Mn–53Cr isochron
if there is incomplete dissolution and re-precipitation of
the carbonates. Such a replacement process would cause
the slope of the isochron to become shallower, yielding
younger ages of carbonate precipitation that partially
reflect the later aqueous processing. Alternatively, the
53Mn–53Cr systematics theoretically could have been dis-
turbed towards older ages if Mn was somehow removed
from the carbonates after they were formed, without dis-
solving the carbonates so that they retain d53Cr* values
greater than zero. The carbonates in Renazzo do not show
obvious petrographic or textural evidence such as reaction
rims, embayment, or leaching of Mn into the surrounding
matrix that would be indicative of such an event, and no
resolvable isochron disturbances. However, a detailed
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cathodoluminescence study would help to clarify this issue,
and determine if multi-stage formation of carbonates
occurred. The absolute 53Mn–53Cr ages could also be
shifted relative to other systems if the D’Orbigny
53Mn–53Cr time anchor is incorrect. We discussed the relia-
bility of the D’Orbigny age above (cf., Section 4.3.), and
chose a time anchor that is consistent with measurements
in the 26Al system. We therefore do not consider the time
anchor likely to be the source of inconsistency.

Lastly, while many of the radiometric systems are inter-
nally consistent, the half-lives of the radioactive species are
not well constrained. The half-life for 26Al is inconsistently
referenced in the literature, with values ranging from
705,000 to 730,000 years (e.g., Norris et al., 1983; Russell
et al., 1994; Jacobsen et al., 2008; Hutcheon et al., 2009;
Kita and Ushikubo, 2012; Schrader et al., 2016b). A shorter
half-life for 26Al would pull the chondrules away from the
53Mn–53Cr carbonate ages in time. Some papers have also
cited a half-life of 3.8 Myr for the 53Mn (Norris et al.,
1983), rather than the 3.7 Myr value (Honda and
Imamura, 1971) used here. Using the shorter 26Al half-life
would cause a �3.5% difference in the chondrule ages,
and the longer 53Mn half-life shifts the carbonate ages by
�3%. Even together, using these different half-lives cannot
solve the problem and resolve the chondrule-forming and
aqueous alteration events.

The scenarios presented above demonstrate that there is
still significant work to be done in clarifying inconsistencies
among the different radiometric dating methods. The sim-
plest explanation for the overlapping CR chondrule age
and aqueous alteration age is that the uncertainties are cur-
rently too large to resolve the specific events with sufficient
accuracy. Many open questions remain regarding absolute
timescales in the early solar system history, though this
work demonstrates that CR chondrule formation, accre-
tion, and the onset of aqueous alteration likely occurred
in rapid succession. Despite the clear need for more precise
and accurate measurements, the relative 53Mn–53Cr carbon-
ate ages provide invaluable constraints on the prolonged
duration of aqueous alteration on the CR parent body.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We measured carbonates in the CR chondrites Renazzo
and GRO 95577 for 53Mn–53Cr. Both dolomite and calcite
show clear excesses of 53Cr, interpreted as the daughter pro-
duct of 53Mn decay. The Renazzo calcite grains have an
alteration age of 4.6 +7.4/–2.8 Myr after the formation of
CAI, and Renazzo dolomite alteration ages are 5.3
+3.0/�1.7 or 4.3

+3.0/�1.7 Myr after CAI for the RSF values
of 0.65 and 0.78, respectively. GRO 95577 calcite was
younger, formed 12.6 +2.1/–1.4 Myr after CAI. The distinct
ages suggest that aqueous alteration on the CR parent body
did not occur in one instance, but instead was prolonged or
occurred in stages. These data indicate that the calcite and
dolomite in Renazzo formed during aqueous alteration
early in the history of the CR parent body, likely as a con-
sequence of internal heating from 26Al decay. For the car-
bonates in GRO 95577 to have been formed so late and
at cool temperatures of 10–60 �C (Jilly-Rehak et al.,
iometric dating of secondary carbonates in CR chondrites: Time-
(2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2016.08.033
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2015), either the parent body was sufficiently large (at least
30–50 km radium) to retain enough heat, or late-stage
impact events supplied heat to the GRO 95577 lithology.
In the late-stage 26Al-decay heating scenario, GRO 95577
likely originated from a warmer, wetter region on the inte-
rior of the asteroid, and aqueous alteration would have had
to occur as the parent body was cooling down after the ini-
tial rapid heating from 26Al. More likely, an impact-heating
scenario resulted in the formation of the calcites, where the
GRO 95577 lithology would have originated from a shal-
lower depth that was heated substantially by shock. Our
research has provided answers to key questions about the
timing of aqueous alteration for the CR chondrites, and it
also provides direction for future studies to better resolve
events in the history of CR chondrites.
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